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In re,spcBse to some recent questions of L.W. Shapiro, we develop a theory of triangular 
arrays, called renewal arrays, which have arithmetic properties similar to those of Pascal’s 
triangle. The Lagrange inversion formula has an important place in this themy axI there is a 
close relation between It and the theory of renewal sequences. By way of diustration, we give 
several examples of renewal arrays of combinatorial interest, inchIding complete generalkations 
of the familiar Pascal triangle and sequence of Catalan numbers. 
1. Introduction 
The binomial coefficients are as fundamental in combinatorial theory as they 
are ubiquitous, but Pascal’s triangle is by no means the only such array of 
numbers which finds a place in th,e theory. Indeed, Shapiro has recently intro- 
duced another, triangle of numbers Bn,k defined recursively by B,,, == 1 and 
B n,k =B n- l,k-I +2Bn-,,k+ &,-l,k+l, n * % Uai 
where 
B ,&=‘J, k<lork>n;!l>l, (lb) 
and having mr,ny arithmetical properties in common with Pascal’s triangle. Since 
B l 2n k’ = c, =----_- n+l ( ) n ’ n*l 7 (2) 
where Cn it, the nth Catalan number [18, sequence 5771. Shapiro called this new 
triangle 7, Catalan triangle [17]. 
The numbers Bn,k arise in a walk problen* on the non-negative quadrant of the 
integral syuzre lattice in two dimensional Euclidean space: they arc the l?umber of 
pairs of non-intersecting out~ trd directed n-step paths issuing from r:he (jrigin, 
the first coordinates of whose other ends differ by k. They have further illterpreta- 
tions in problems on random wa ks, dissections of polygons :ind relations on 
ordered sets. 
Shapiro noticed, among other things, that 
c 
nzk 
c,w 1 (t+l)n =- ( > tn+l n 9 nao, rso (3) 
. .I 
(so cm= Q(W)). Thesr: se-quenqs also ocGur fn a family of arrays arLing from the 
enumeration of walks. on the in.Wgrai,:square Mtice j cvhen they are restricted in 
various ways (Sect&t 5): &e sequences {c,(nrj, n B 0, Eke the sequence (C,,}, 
n 3 0, occur in a wide varie‘tjy of oQpbinator$al’ prob’lems:{for the G see, for 
example [5, 6, 8, 211 wh&- foi the &;&). see; for r:dample [24, pp. 13-14, 26-27, 
3.68- 1941). Other related sequenc’es arise by aliowing diagonal steps of various 
gradknts in the walk, Fu&er, more miscellaneous examples of the genera1 theory 
are gi uen in Section 6. 
The convoMon f* 1: of two sequences f = (fn), g = {gn}, n 2 0, is defined by 
h = f* g = {h,& n 2 0, where 
or, in ‘erms of generating functions, 
The p-fold convolution f(*) =z {fz)}, pt 3 0, r& 0, of f with itself may then be defined 
recursively by 
f(‘) z f@-*)*f z f .f(r--l), 1rG3 1, 
where .fy) 4 and ?!I= 0, II Y= 1 (so p = f). 
T:ize renewal array {b,, nI}l 3 s m G TV, generated by tk sequence b = {&}, n > 0, 
is then the triangular aria!/ with 
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so that, on introducing the generating functions 
B(x) = c b,.x n 
II=0 
we i-me 
I#“)( cj = (E(x))*+‘, m 2 1. (5) 
Given a renewai array (b,,,), WC may obtain recursively a sequence a I;= .[a,:}, 
n 3 0, such that 
(6) 
which is important in the analysis of the array and which we refer to as the 
A-sequence associated with the array. 
Conversely, given any sequence a =: {an}, n 2 0, we may define a tri Ingular 
array {b,,,,} recursively by (4b) and 
k nm = C arbn 1 m l+l* - . 
r*O 
Provided that bo,o = ao, it follows inductively that {b,+} is the renewal array 
generated by the sequence b = {b,,o}, n 2 0, so that (5) holds and then, Ptom (7), 
(6) holds as well and a = {(a,.}, n ~0, is the A-sequence of the array. So, with a 
slight notational change, Sha;Gro’s Catalan triangle is the case where tiO = 1 = a2, 
a1 = 2 and a, = 0, n > 2; and the theory of renewal arrays provides i; generaliza- 
tion of his observations in this case. 
From the w&y in which the definitions are framed, the corr-espondcnce between 
the sequence (6,) generating the array and the A-sequence {a,) of the array is 
biu5que and, moreover, the A-sequence {ca,} then corresponds to the generating 
sequence {c”b,} so that, without loss, we may take b, =: a0 = 1 o What other 
properties does this correspondence have? 
We may obtain from (6), in conjunction with Lagrange’s inversion formula, an 
expression for the b,, in terms of the a,. Lagrange’s invertion iormula [23, pp. 
132-133) states that if 
Y=c:+xf(y), y(O)=a, 
then 
We may apply this either directly to (6) or, more easily, to the equivalent form 
B(x) = xc a,(&)jr = xA@(n)), (8) 
r&O 
where 
E?(x) = xB(x). ‘4(X) = 1 n,,r”. 
I, _‘I 
This 18.st 4Spression sugGeG3 a generq construction of renewal arrays famiiiar 
fmm the :heo~~ gf dx~~s, reties and branching processe!; (see [22] and the 
&ferences given there). G&en a seque-e {h}, n 3 0, considlsr the renewal array 
{b, m} generated tky, the seq\aemlce II = (b,}, n 2 0, with *. I ;. k 
b, 
1 = -.. &+‘) 
n-i=4 n ’ 
then 
b n 
m-i4 
nm 
= p+1, = & +11 
n-l-1 n-m 
ad, {a,}, n 3 0, is the A-se@mce of the array. If, for exlcunple, 1%) is the 
probabtiity distribution of &e in@ of a discrete dam, whase content has 
distribution g = {g,}, a * 0, where g, = I and g,, = 0, n f m and whose regime is 
that of unit release in unit tirkle, ther. b(“) is the disMbution of the time to first 
emptiness. 
There arc two other sequences of some combinatorial interest associated with 
rhe renewal array {t,,,}. Firstly, the sequence (1u,} of wow sums given by 
for which 
U(x)* c z&x” = 1+ c (xB(x))’ 
n;sO ra1 
= 1 + xU(x)B(x) (10) 
and, secor.dIy, the so called Fibonacci sequence (t(f) associated with the array 
givfz n by 
r*B*(x) = x2 c bzx” = c (x*Bfx)\ 
t C-0 rsl 
or equivaler! cly 
B*(x) = B(x)+x*B*(x)E(x). (11) 
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disjoint subobjects acc:ordir,g to the first occurrence of some property the objects 
may or ma) not have Two examples of tl \e latter type of sequence are ;;iven in 
[17] (see also [I3]). The r3w sums are fitrn ‘liar, from probabilistic contexts, in the 
form c!f renewal sequences, to which we I ow turn. 
3. Renewal sequences 
A sequerlce {u,}, tt * 0, for which 
is a renewal sequence if for some non-negative sequence {f,,}, y1 a 1, we have 
or 
and it theAl follows that 
(15) 
Conversely. if u,, is defined by (13), wF’th u. = 1, for some non-negative sequence 
{f 1 n. 9 n 2 1, satisfying (15), then {u,}, 1’~ 3 0, is a renewal sequence. 
The equivalence of these two formulations arises from the representation of 
renewal sequences in terms oi sequences of n-step transition probabilities in 
Markov chains [9, p.51. F’or a Markov chain X = {X,,j, n 2 0, and s 2 state of the 
chain we write: 
4 = P&S (n’ = Prob(X,, == $Vo = s), n>O 
fn=PrOb(X,:=s,Xi=s,O<i<nlXo=s), n>l: 
Then (13) holds; and conversely any renewal sequence arises in this wsy. 
Comparing (12) ant3 (13), it is apparent hat {u,}, n 2 0, is the sequence of row 
sums of the renewal al’ray generated by the sequence {j,,+I}, n2 0. Indeed we may 
regard the theory of renew?\ arrays as arising from that of renewal sequences by 
lifting the purely probabilistic requirement u, s 1, or equivalently C,, _%, f,, G 1. the 
conditions w, -) 0 and ftl -z 0 being more combinatoM in character. The sequence 
{ 1 U n 7 n 'a 0, without these probabilistic requirements is said to satisfy the renewal 
relation or decomposition (15) (the term “generalized renewal sequence” is also 
used); and many of the properties of renev;val sequences, notably limit results [I), 
chapter 11, carry over to sequences satisfykg a renewal relation. (See [M] for ;)n 
applicatior- o,C this ext :n ;ion. j 
It follows, from (8), that 
from which it f&ows in turn that (compre (9) and [ 17, 2.13) 
NLW, starting fmm the rer: mrence relation generating the ordinary Pascal 
triangle which w write fcu east ._f interpretation \ in the form 
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me obtain, on iteration, 
z+* :‘t+ l\ 
w(n,m)= c \ 
s=o S 
) w(n-s,m+s-t-l) 
which, resembling (19!, suggests a link between the two. Taking w(O,O) = 1 and 
w(n,m)=O, n<@ or m<O, Wb) 
SO 
w(n,m)= 
n-km ( > , n,nzN, m WC) 
then w(n. m) is just the number of outward directed walks on the non-negative 
quadrant of the integral square lattice from the origin to the point (I;, m), (19a) 
reflecting the edge structure of the lattice. 
Similarly if for r, a non-negative integer, w,( n, m) is given by w,(O, 0) I= 1 and 
.@,()a, m)=w,(n-1,m)+w,(n,m-l), n, mN,(n, m)f(C),OJ\, 
w,(&m)=O, m<Oor n<tm, 
then W&I, m) and for I a I, wt(n, m) is the number of outward directeci walks on 
the non-negative quadrant of the integral square lattice from the or&en to the 
point (PI, m) (19a) reflecting the edge structurt of the lattice. 
Similarly if for t, a non-nega tlve integer, W,(PI, m) is given by w,(O, 0) = 1 and 
Wt(n,m)=W,fn-l,n:)+;d,(n,m -l), n,m2O,(n,m)#(O,O), 
w,(n, m) = 0, m<Oorn<tm, 
then w&a, m) and for t 3 I, w,(r, m\ is the number of outward directed walks on 
the non-negative quadrant of the integral square lattice from th * origen to the 
point (n, ‘m) which remain on or below ‘he line IY = X. This interpretation allows us 
to deduce several results. For example, considering the last time, if ever, such a 
walk from the origen to the point (tn + ret, r~) visits the line ty = X, we find 
n+m-1 
w,( tn + m, n) = C w,(tr, r)ov,(t(n-r)+m--1, n-r), na0, mXI, 
r=O 
VW 
or 
WAXi m)= C w,(h7. + m, n)x' = lVr[x) W,(X; m - I), pn > 1.. 
n;10 
F+qx) = W,(x; Q), 
so 
5, &Mnpare (18)) 
W*(x)= l+x(%‘;(A!i -i, tsa, 
NK! then, inductive:lv (compare (6,8)) . 
Wt(x)= W,.&W,(x)), ta 1. 
Applying LagFange’s inversion formula to (21) leads to 
W,(W n) = G_(n), 
(21) 
(23 
which also follows from (WC) together with 
Writin g 
b&a + k, m) = w#n t- m, n) 
it follows from (%I), (23) that- {bJn, m)}, 0 s m 6 % t 2 0, is the renewal array 
genera tecl by the sequence {c,(n)}, n 3 0. Moreover, from (22), for f 2 1, the 
.4-seq,ae:zzce of tht: : fray {b&a, IN)} is {c&a)}, n 2 0. The lixik between the two 
akrriys {F&I, !n)) and (b,( yr, M)} :is protpided by (compare (18) and (21)) 
&b) = x&(x) = x( w,(x)\‘+” = Wt(x) - 1. 
Further, writing 
A&, s+l)= +&n-t-r-l, w) 
we obtain, fro:m (2Oa)., the “Vandermonde” convolution Identity sin the form 
A& -E-G b) = i A,&, b) AJc, b), 
m= 0 
which has been studied by Gx.&.I [7], among others (See [19] for further 
interpretatims A references.) 
Rcs;llts? +xLar to those above ior the integral squarl: lartice, hold for :,ther 
Mti,es. Flor L?.xample, if for soml= fixed integral t, k Gth t B 1, k Z= 0 and all 
ifltegral n2, n vi e take the lattice points to be [n/( k + 11, m, (k -:- I)] and, in addition 
to unit horizonkal and vertkal St&-ms, allow diagonal steps from the lattice point 
[(n - o)/(k + I), {w. - l)/(k + l)] to [ nj( k + i), m/(k + l)],ale ovtain [Jcl] a family of 
sequsnces CIOMA~ related to tht>q;e Iaf(3). In particular, if t = k 3 1, the associated 
renewal arrays are generated Sy th!: higher Mcrtzkin seqne QWS {m,(trI), II Z= 0, [18, 
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sequence 456; 3, 201, given by 
while if ta 1, k = 0, the arrays are generated by the higher Schriider {rJu)), n 3 0, 
118, sequence 1163 (also 1170, where there is a misprint); IE] given by 
n 
r,(n) = c( n + ?(?I - i) c,(n - 9, nao, ta 1. i=O ) i , 
These sequences provide generalizations of the more familiar Morzkin and 
Schriider sequencr,s { rn ,(n)} and (t,(n)), n 3 0, respectively in the same way as the 
sequences {c,(n)}, R 2 0, generalize thz Catalan sequence {C,}, n 2 0. 
6. Further examples 
A further family of aTrays {t&a, ni)}, 0 s m G n, k 2 1, generated bv the sequ- 
ences {t&z)}, n 3 0, satisfying (compare (8)) 
q(x) = x c t&)x” = xi (T&))’ 
n;aO r=O 
(24) 
appears in [lo] with the interpretation that tk(n) is the number of planted planar 
trees with n edges all of whose vertices, except the root, having valence at most 
(k + I), the root having valence at most k. From (24), the A-seqtzence of the array 
(t&t, m)} is 
1 
1, OSnGk, 
a, = 
0, nZ k, 
so that the arrav {b,(n, rn)i may be regarded as the limiting case where k is 
infinite. The case k = 1 is again the ordinary Pascal triangle. The case k = 2, whic.h 
also appears in [I], is the Motykin triangle, [3] generated by the sequence 
(m,(ta)}, n 2 0. A combinatorial analysis leading to the sequence {.@}, n 2 0, of 
(11) for this array appears in [ 141. 
Another source of examples is the theory of partitions and Pascal’s triangle tnay 
itself be seen in this context. As a fusrher example, ‘f p(n, m) is the number elf 
ways of partitioning the non-negative integer n iwo non-negztivt: integers of 
which m b 0 are I’s, then {p( r m)}, 0 s m 6 n, is the renewal array generated by 
the usual Fibonacci sequence { x~--~,}, n 2 0, giver. ;ecursivcly by 
%I =Xn__,+~n-2r nW 
starting with x__~ =0 and x_~ ‘= 1. 
L. Carlitz has pointed out (private cornmcmcation) that both kinds of Stir!ing 
numbers, as wA1 as the :IssocFated Stirling rwnbers of Mh kinds (for definitions 
of these see [11]) and other numbers defined in terms of them (see 1121 and the 
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